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3) Train police across the United States in population control and “anti-terror” surveillance that amounts to harassment and racism against Muslim
and Arab communities, as well as communities of color more broadly.
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“Over 9,000 American officials have trained with Israeli police and military
units on responding to civilian protests and terrorism. These operations
reflect failure to distinguish between the apparent duty of police to
protect civilians and military responses to war. This fusion has had
life-costing implications for Americans, specifically black, Muslim and Arab
people.” ~ Ebony Magazine, August 19, 2014.
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• The St. Louis County Police Department that killed Michael Brown
and initially placed Ferguson on siege has trained with the Israeli military. Former County Police Chief Timothy Fitch was one of 15 American
officials to participate in an ADL weeklong training in Israel three years ago.
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• The Oakland police who used tear gas and rubber bullets against
Occupy Oakland protesters in 2010 had just returned from an ADL
joint training exercise with Israeli and Bahraini police forces.
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• In 1993 the SF District Attorney investigated and charged the ADL for
spying on 1,400 activists and at least 700 social justice organizations.
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Read more at EBONY http://www.ebony.com/news-views/the-fergusonpalestine-connection-403#ixzz3CHcbDE2o; and in the American Muslims for Palestine ADL booklet: http://www.scribd.com/
doc/238355801/The-Anti-Defamation-League-Protector-of-civil-rights-or-silencers-of-free-speech
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